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Across
1 Cut down knight, 
remarkably athletic by the 
way (13)
9 After contest ended, 
composer was first to have 
been on his way (9)
10 Metallic element at 
least has spice (5)
11 Lead on for what was 
hidden by ancient Iceni (6)
12 Tasering reactivates the 
unreactive (5,3)
14 Be sympathetic to Kate 
and Tony, both worried 
about relationship (4,4,2)
16 Vegetables sounding 
like goes (4)
18 Ghastly residence of the 
French parliamentarian (4)

19 Contracts nine metres 
when reforged with silver 
replacing nickel (10)
22 Highups in churches 
start buying regular meals 
with chips (8)
23 Perhaps bank will end 
erosion, though not 
entirely (6)
26 Reject Shop vacated, 
having run out (5)
27 Surprisingly tip 
heartless Alchemi to get 
involved (9)
28 Actor on autopilot gets 
audible hint of joint (6,7)

Down
1 Draw in noisy breath, 
content to wait (7)

2 Give a severe telling-off 
when engulfed by rubbish 
(5)
3 Votes against European 
farming regime: the point 
is, you can't get out (2,6)
4 Assist man getting record 
(4)
5 Dog upending vicar after 
half-time is keeping us 
going for now (6,4)
6 Arctic ice rocks hide 
ancient orator (6)
7 I emerge nervously 
wearing lion-skin in vivid 
colour (4,5)
8 Knowledge is found in 
air rising (6)
13 Astounding bachelor 
party has Ginger getting 
wasted (10)
15 Ruler eats rotten muesli, 

loses energy, and becomes 
dead ruler (3,2,4)
17 After taking top off 
shellfish, Frankenstein's 
assistant nearly gets 
disease (8)
18 Pollute seabed foully 
(6)
20 Press for alternative in 
apology at doctor's office 
(7)
21 Fool is energetic 
medic? (6)
24 Let out terrible noise 
about artist (5)
25 Detailed plan for raising 
mushrooms (4)


